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APPLIANCE REPAIR-BASIC

ACCREDITATION NO.

LENGTH OF COURS UZEKS

TIME BLOCK: 2 HOURS DAILY

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Aphliance Servicemen must b iel1 ...;rounded in the fundamentals
of electricit:7 35 well as applied electricity. Actual practice
in repair and trouble diarnosis comes after these fundamentals
are learned. The first year course consists of Safety, Occupa-
tional Opportunities, Hand Tools, Math, Basic and Applied Elec-
tricity and installation, Repair, and Troubleshooting of Elec-
tric- Appliances.

iii
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Orientatirn

2.0 'Hand Tool.=

3 0 Basic Math

4.D Electron Theory

Basic Electricity

6.0 Electrical Current Movement

7.3 Electric Circuitry

3.0 Meters

0 0 Electri

1).3 Electric 'Drs nree Pha

11.3 Relas and Capacitors

12.0 Circuit Protection Devices

13.0 Water Heaters

14.0 Electric Ringes

15.0 aishwashers

16.0 Dishwasher Troubleshooting

17.0 Automatic Washers

18.0 Automatic lasher Timers

19.0 Automatic Washer Drive System)

Automatic Washer Water Fill and Pump Cycle)

21.0 Automatic Washer Transmission)

.0 TroUbleshootinq (Automatic Washer

23.1 Dryers

24.3 Dryer, Electrical Comnonents)

25.0 Troubleshooting Laundry uipment

Motors
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APPLIANCE REPAIR BASIC

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
cencTrvs . 1,0 OR ENTATIO

The student will demonstrate his familiarity with career opportunities,
student organizations and shop safety practices by answering correctly
80% of the questions on a teacher prepared test-

1.1 Given a list of job titles the student will Li Circle those areas related to this

select with 100% accuracy the titles re- field:

lated to this field. l. Washer Mechanic
2. Parts man
3. Service Manager
4. Janitor
5. Truck Driver
6. Installation Man

1.2 The student will identify orally or in 1.2 Identify 5 safety reu1at±ons

Iting at least 5 safety regUlations.

1.3 The student will with accuracy answer
questions about student organizations
available to him.

Name one club designed especially
for industrial education students.
What does VICA mean?
Who can belong to VICA?

4. What benefits are derived
belonging to VICA?



ACCREDITATION NUM3ER

COURSE TITLE: APPLIANCE REF a BAST

TERMINAL PERFORMArCE
OBJECTIVE NO.

After completion of instruction on _ e care and proper use of basic hand

tools the student will with 90% accuracy identify 10 selected hand tools

and demonstrate their proper use.

Intermedia Ob'octiv

2.1 The student will with 100% accuracy name
the types of screwdrivers.

22 The student wil: with 100% accuracy name
the types of hammers-and demonstrate their

proper use.

1 Name the different types of screw
drivers.

2,3 The student will with 10 -ccuracy name

3 types of plier
proper use.

and demonstrate their

2.4 The student will with 100% accuracy iden
tify 4 types of wrenches and describe their

proper usage.

2.5 The student will with 100% accuracy name
the types of saws and demonstrate the
proper use of one of them.

2.6 The student will with accuracy identify
3 classes of chisels, punches and drift pIn

2.7 The student will with accuracy select
the proper hand tools nor ally associated
with electrical work.

ame the different types of hammers
and select the proper hammer for
cutting a gasket.

2.3 Name 3 types of pliers --d demonstrate
their proper use.

2.6

Identify 4 types of wrenches and de
scribe their proper use.

Name the types of saws _ demonstrate
the proper use of one.

Identify a chiselt drift pint punch.

2.7 Select the proper hand tools noniail
associe-ed with electrical work.
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ACCREDITATION NUMBER 9023

-E TITLE: APPLIANCE REPAIP. BA IC

TERMINALPERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.3.0 BASIC MkTH

Upon completion of the math review __ the students will achieve

70%.proficiency on the attached test.

Intermediate Per ormancc Ob-c

3.1

3.2

Given problems involving the four fundamen-
tals operations in math the student will
solve 70% correctly.

Given 5 problems involving decimal frac-
tions the student will solve 4 correctly.

Crite-ion Measures

3.1

3.2

Multiply 432 by 103.
Multiply 316 by 214.
Multiply 39 by 43.
Divide 10836 by 18.
Divide 1058 by 23.

Add .031 to 1.2.
Subtract 2.061 from 2.5.
Multiply 1.08 by .9.
Divide 2.36 by .2.
Divide .04 by .005.

Given 5 problems involving whole fractions 3.3 Add-fr and 3.

the student will solve 4 correctly. Subtract 1 3 from
Multiply 3 4 x ,/3.
Divide 2/3 by 3 5.
Solve x 1/5 4 2/7.

3.4 Given 5 problems involving areas and vol- 3.4 1. What is the area of a bench top

umes the student will solve 4 correctly. 20 inches wide and 72 inches long?
2. What is the cubic foot volume of

a box 15" deep, 30" long, 36" wide

3. What is the cubic inch volume of
a cylinder 50" long with a diam-
eter 6"?

4. What is the area of a pier.e of
wood 6- ' long and 3 1/3' wide?

5. How much more water would flow
through a 4" di,ameter pipe versus
one with 2" diameter?
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The learner will with
theory and state the law

lccuracy define terms associated with the electron
oi charges.

r-co 0ltictiv741

'th accuracy the
he ppllowing terms:

mormer.AWASon

learner will identify

1. Molecule 4. Proton
2. Atoms 5. Neutron
3. Ionization 6. Nucleus

4.2 Wi accuracy draw a diagram of an ato
and name it's parts.

4.3 With accuracy the student will state th
law of charges.

1 0

Critoron Ucasures

Identify the following:
1. Molecule 5. Proton
2. Atom 6. Neutron
3 Ionization 7. Nucleus

4.2 Draw a simple atom and name i_
parts.

4. 3 State the law of charges.
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APPLIANCE RKFA BASIC

BASIC ELEC tTCITY

The ] arner will with -ma% accuracy define the reasons for electron movement,
stet( cause and direction of current flow and will stat the unit of measure
for . xrent and electrical pressure.

e learner will with ao% accuracy define
he following terms:

1. Electrical pressure
Conductor
insulator

4. Electrical current

5.2 The student will state with accuracy,
the direction and cause of an electric
current.

The student will with ao% accurady nn'le 5
insulators and 5 conductors.

5.4 The student will identify the unit of mea
sure for current and pressure with Bar
accuracy.

Critorlon Mcasurem

Identify the following:
1. Electrical pressure
2. Conductor
3. Insulator
4. Electrical curent

S 7 what causes an electric current
and tell which direction it will flow.

Name 5 insulating materials and 5
conducting materials.

Name the unit of measure for elec
trical pressure and current.
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naTdra, PERFORMANCE
133MILTVE K0.670 ELECTRICAL CURRENT JV4ENT

The student will with accuracy demonstrate a knowledge of current
carriers, resistance, current flow, units of measurement and Ohms Law
by passing a teacher made test.

,ato 1---aZczoo 0 c1..a

6.1 The student will with accuracy demon -
strate a knowledge of current carriers.

6.2 Student will with 80% accuracy defihe the
term electrical pressure and demonstrate
his ability to measure it.

6.3 The student will with 8 accuracy define
the term "resistance" and state what effec
it has on electrical current.

6.4

6.5

6.6

6.7

6.8

With accuracy state four factors that
determine resistance.

With accuracy define the term electric
current.

The student will defin Ohms Law with 80%
accuracy.

The student will with accuracy list the
3 letter symbol-of Ohms Law and give the
unit of measures for each.

The learner will with 10 accuracy draw
the Ohms Law circle and write the 3 law
formulas.

6.9 Given 5 problems involving Ohms Law the
stvident will solve 4 correctly.

-,X12M36..UB.44.1..-^A_Ar..P^fp,... 7_ _ 7- ,.±W.

Critoricn Lcuros

6.1 1. Define the term Current Carriers
2. What is the term given to Atoms

that have an abundance of
electrons.

6.21

6.

6-4

6.5

6._

6.7

6,8

6.9

1.

3-

What is the term used for elec-
trical pressure.
What instrument is used to mea-
sure electrical pressure.
What effect does voltage have on
current.

Define the term "resistance" and state
what effect it has on electric current

State four factors that determine
resistance.

Define electric current.

Define Ohms Law

List the 3 letter symbol of Ohms Law
and give the unit of measure for each.

Draw the Ohms Law. Circle and wrife
the 3 law formulas.

Solve for E
I=9 amps and R = 2 ohms
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ELEcrRICAL CURRENT va4FAT

_

Criter on lioortures

Solve for I
E.110 volts and R.11 ohms

Solve for R
E 220 volts and I .440 amps

Solve for P
E 110 volts and I 5 a-nps

I Solve foi I
P.11500 watts and E30 volts

1 3
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ELECTRIC CIRCUITRY

The student will, with eo% accuracy define the difference between, series,
parAllel, and series parallel circuits, be able to draw each and work math
problima applicable to each.

wwwW-RWftumt.mEmMulmftMWWwwwWWAJMWWWWW

%to Icalorcntee 0biot&ve

The student will, with accuracy de-
scribe the characteristtcs of current and
voltage in a series circuit. .

The student will, with accuracy de-
scribe the characteristics of current and
voltage in a parallel circuit.

Tbe student will draw a schematic di pram
of a series - parallel .circult.

Tbe student will solve with 80% accuracy
3 series-parallel circuit resistance prob-
lems.

Describe the characteristics of cur-
rent and voltage in a series circuit.

Describe the characteristics of cur-,
rent and voltage in a parallel circuit

Draw a schematic of a series arallel

circuit.

Solve to find the total resistance

Ri= 11 ohms R2 m 5 ohms
26 ohms

R1. 20 ohms R2 = 5 ohms
R3 = 41 ohms R4 = 26 ohms

Ri =23 ohms

R3 = 14 0 hms

R2 27 ohms

R4 = 36 ohms
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ELECTRIC ClaRCUITRY

curnirmatrimx.min
mom0.161MA

r705 Given 10 math problems on o
student AU correctly sol

law the
of them.

1 5

1. E 100V 2 amps R

2. E = 5CW, R 1000 ohms, 1
3. 1 = .5 amp, R . 50 ohms, E
4. E 10V, 1 .0001 amps, R
5. 1 .05 amps, R = 1000 ohms,

E

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

P. 10W, 1 . 2
E 100V, 1 -=
P 500W, E
1 = .01 av,R
P 100W, 1

=Pt E = -
.5 amp, =
250V, 1
= 100 ohm, E
2 amp, R =
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The:student will demonstrate, without causing damage, the use of meters
by reading voltage, amperage, wattage, and resistance with 100 % accuracy.

Interi7zro CIat -o
J.`l,-.-4,-W.1,1s1.4±,ffigv.scacTA

r"- ,mpatevAlgilvirw,

After a demonstration of the multimeter 8.1

on the voltage scAle the student will mea-
sure assigned voltage outlets with 10
accuracy.

After a demonstration of the ohmmeter seal
of the multimeter the student will measureu
With 100% accuracy the resistance in the
start, and run windings of a refrigerator
compressor.

After a demonstration on the use of the
amprobe the student will measure with 10
accuracy the running amps, starting amps
and locked rotor amps of a 1/3 H.P. com-
pressor.

After demonstration of the wattmeter the
student will measure with 100% accuracy
the runni:ng watts of a 1/3 H.P. compressor.

16

8.3

4

n fle:f:!Alrati

Measure 3 assigned outlets and read
correct voltage.

Measure the resistance of the start
winding and run winding of a refrig-
erator compressor.

Measure the following amps on a 1/3
H.P. compressor
Start
Run
Locked rotor

Measure the running
compressor

atts of a i.P
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Upon the completion of the study of electric motors the student will wi h
90% accuracy name the 5 types of single phase motors aria describe each.

9.4

.7CO ,0

The student will w
semble and reassemble

The student will with
semble and reassemble

1 accuracy disas-
a shaded pole motor.

10 accuracy disas-
a split-phase motor.

The student will with 100% accuracy dis-
assemble and assemble a capacitor-start
motor.

The student will with
semble and assemble a
pacitor run motor.

9.5 The student wifl with
semble and assemble a
pacitor motor.

100% accuracy disas-
capacitor start, ca-

1 accuracy disas-
permanent split ca-

1 7

. 2

ta..4N110-

Disassemble
pole motor,
name.

Disassemble
phase motor
name.

Wm

01'.1.011 ;;C:WAIrefl

and reassemble a shaded
and give reason for it's

and reassemble a split-
and give reason for it's

9.3 Disassemble and assemble a capacitor
start motor and name its parts.

9.4 Disassemble and
start capacitor
its parts.

5 Disassemble and
split capacitor

assemble a capacitor
run motor and name

assemble a permanent
motor.
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After -,..Jmpletion of the study of "7, phase motor, he student will be able

to identify 3 phase current, test a 3 phase motor and change the rotation

of the motor.

v vix utedmvw..irm--ww.,

10.3

1:1 Cti..0

The student will be able to identify and
describe 3 phase power.with 100% accuracy.

The student will describe how 3 phase mo
tors are connected to the power supply and
what is used in starting them with 10:
accuracy.

The student will with 10
change the rotation of a

accuracy
phase motor.

Crlterlon aaimres

Identify and describe 3 phase power.

Show how a 3 phase motor is connected
to the power supply and What 4s used
for starting.

Change the rotation of a 3 phase motor
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Upon completion of the section on relays and capacitors the student will

with 90% accuracy name the types of relays and capacitors and describe

the operation of each.

VP'

_e student will with 90% accuracy name
the 3 types of relays and describe their
operation.

The student will with 100% accuracy cor
rectly wire the 3 types of relays.

The student will identify, test and wire
a starting capacitor with 1 accuracy.

The student will with 1 accuracy iden
tify, test and properly wire a running
capacitor.

1 9

Name 3 types of relays and describe
their operation.

corre the 3 types of relays.

Identify. test and
starting capacitor.

1.4 identify, test and
running capacitor.

wire correctly a

preperly wire a
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The student will with 9 accuracy pass a written test on the pu

sizing, and different types of circuit protection devices.

02

A

, Tetiz.to
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The student will with 9 ac.iracy name

and describéth-edifferent types of fuses

Me student will witn 90% accuracy de
scribe the construction and uses of a

circuit breaker.

The student will with 10 accuracy iden
tify and describe the use of a thermal

overload device.--

2 0

ftwmogwv4...wrgaw mffiwo

Cr.i.tericm Os

12.1 Name and describe the types of fuses.

12.21 escribe the construction and uses o
a circuit bredker.

Identify and describe the use of a
thermal overload device.
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URSE TITLE: APPLIANCE EEPAIR BASIC

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 13.0 '1ATER HEATERS

The student will with 100% accuracy be able to describe the proper hook up
of water and electricity and be able to trouble-shoot the electrical com-
ponents.

13.1

e Performance Objectives Criterion Measures

The student will with 1 0 accuracy be
able to describe the proper installation
procedure of a water heater.

13 2 The student will_with accuracy de-
scribe the types of thermostats, operatio
and how to adjust and check.

The student Will with 10 accuracy de-
scribe two types of water heater elements,
their construction and how to check them.

.4 The student will with 1 accuracy demon-
strate his ability to locate a malfunction
in a thermostat,element,and wiring.

The student will properly diagnose 3 of 4
Of the following customer complaints.
1. No hot water
2. Water too hot.
3. Not enough hot water
4. Heater blows fuses

21

13 1

2

Describe the proper installation-
procedures for a water heater includ-
ing uncrating, leveling, water and
electric connections.

Describe types of thermostats, their
operations and demonstraie method of
checking them.

13.3 Describe two types of water heater
elements, describe their construction,
and demonstrate the method of checki-
them.

13.4 The student will locate and repair a
defective thermostattelement and
wiring on an electric water heater.

13.51 Criteria contained in objective.



ACCREDITATION NUMBER 9023

COURSE TITLE: APP ANCE RErAIR

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE N0...11.2

The student will with 9

BASIC)._

XLECTRIC Ms

accuracy be able to install, level and test the
electrical components of an electric range.

0140. Intermediate Performance Objectives Criterion Meaures

°:14i 3

24. 6

The student will with
level, install pigtail,
electric range.

The student will with
scribe the types, func
hoOk up of the surface

accuracy uncrate,
-and cheek out an

accuracy de
ion and electrical
unit switches.

The student will be able with 1 _ accurac

to name the types, construction and elec
'trieal hookup of the surface units.

14.

14.

The student will with 10 accuracy be abl 1

to test the oven thermos at and correct

any malfunction.

The student will be able with 9 accuracy
to diagnose and correct any electrical
malfunction of the electri.cal range.

The student will with 90% accuracy be able
to replace and adjust mechanical parts
such as tops, drawer fronts, panels and
oven doors.

2 2

4

Uncrate, level, install pigtail and
check an electric range for proper
operation.

Describe the types, function, and
electrical hookup of the.surface
unit switches.

Name the types, construction, and
electrical hookup of the surface
units.

Test the oven thermostat for proper
temperature or malfunction.

14.5 Trouble shoot and correct any
function in an electric range.
1. Defective switch
2. Defective surface unit
3. Defective emen thermostat

4 Replace and adjust an oven door.
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COURSE TITLE: APPLIANG

TaLMINA_L PM.FORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO...111)

E FA BA

The student will be able to uncrate, install, and describe the operation

of an electric dishwasher with 90% accuracy.

52

terme&iate Performance Objecti

The student will be able with 90% accuracy
to describe or demonstrate the proper pro
cedure for uncrating and installing tin
electric dishwasher

15.1

The student will with 100% accuracy de 15.2

scribe the step by step cycle of r',eration
of an electric dishwasher

Criterion Measures

Describe the proper step by step pro
cedure for uncrating and installing
an electric dishwasher.

Describe the step by step cycle or
operation of an electric dishwasher.



ACCREDITATION NUMB_

COURSE TITLE: APPLIANCE REPAIR

TERMINALPERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO., 16.0,

The student will with 100% accuracy
electric dishwasher and demonstrate
shooting.

DISHWASHER TROUBLK,BOOTI

name the electridal par__ of an
the proper procedure for _rouble-

L

L6.2

L6.3

L6.4

16-5

L6.6

te Performance Objectives

The student will with 100% accuracy trace
all timer operated circuits and list the
proper timer contact for each.

The student will with 100% accuracy diag-
nose a malfunction in motor circuit and
correct.

The student will with 1 accuracy diag-
nose-and repair the water fill cycle.

The student will with 100% accuracy diag-
nose and repair the water pump.

The studeat will with 100_ accuracy de-
scribe the replacement and adjustments of
of all cabinet parts.

,The student will diagnose prolArly and re-
pair 3 of 4 of the following cu.-tomer com-
plaints:
1. Dishes are not clean.
2. Dishes aren't dry.

3.. Leaking.
4. Doesn't run.

2 4

No Criterion Measures

16.1 Trace all timer operated circuits and
list the timer contact of each.

16.2

16.3

16.4

16.5

Trouble--hoot and repair the mo
circuit.

Trouble-shoot and repair the water
fill cycle.

Trouble-shoot and repair the water

pump.

Describe the proper method of re-
placing and adjusting the door panel.

16. 61 Criteria contained in objective.
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COURSE TITLE: APPIJAELZMaIN=---
TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.;2aQ

AU

The student will with 10 accuracy be able to uncra e install, and

demonstrate an automatic washer.

L7. 2

(Intermediate
Performance Objectives

The student will with 1 accuracy un-

crate, install andlevel an automatic

washer.

7-1

The student will be able with 10 accurac 17..2

to demonstrate and describe the cycle of

operation.

Uncrate, install and level an auto-

matic washer.

Describe step by s ep the cycle of

operation.



ACCREDITATION NUMBER_9923

COURSE TITLE: APPLIANCE REPAIR BASIC

TERMINAL PaRFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.,18_.0

The student will be able to with 10 accuracy check an timer circuits

and. list the electric contact for each component.

4(1 1

Intermediate Performance Objectives

The student will with 100% accuracy de-
scribe what happens in the cycle at each
pulse of the timer.

18.1

The student will with 10 accuracy diag - 18.2

nose and replace any defective timer part

Such as motor or escapement.

The student will with 100% accuracy check 118.3
all timer contacts and adjust if necessary .

2 6

easur

Describe what happens at each pulse of
the timer.

Diagnose and replace a timer escape-
ment and timer motor.

Check clearance on timer contacts and
adjust to manufacturers specification.



ACCREDITATION NUMBER 9023

COWSE TITLE:-
APPLIANCE REPAIR (BASIC

TERMINAL PERFORMUCE
OBJECTIVE N0 .1V-P

,AUTOMATIC WASHTR _DRIVE SYSTEML

The student will with 10 accuracy diagnose, repair and adjust all parts

of the drive syste motor, belts, pulleys

9.2

9

The student will with 100% accuracy trace 19.1

out motor circuit, remove and replace moto

The student will with accurty remove,
replace and realign all pulleys in the

drive system.

9.2

The stUdent will with 100% accuracy remove 19.

replace and adjust all drive belts.

2 7

C --ion Measures

Trace out motor circuit, remove and

replace motor.

Remove, replace and realign all pul
ley's in the drive syStem.

Remove, replace and adjust All drive

belts.



ACCREDITATION NU1 902

COT _APPLIANCE_

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.200

A _ BASIC

AUTOMATIC WASHER ATER FILL & PUMP CYCLE)

The student will with 100% accuracy explain the wat fill

diagnose and replace any part needed.

-d pump out cycle

Intermediate Per ormance Objectives

The student will with 100% accuracy trace
out the'electric circuit to the hot and
cold water solanoid and repair if needed.

No. Criterion Measure.;

The student will with 100% accuracy dis
assemble the mix and fill valve, name all
parts and their function and reassemble.

The student will with 100., accuracy remove,
rebuild and replace the water pump.

20.1

20.2

Trace the hot and cold water solenoid
circuit and repair if needed.

Disassemble the mix and fill valve,
name all part- and their function and
reassemble.

Remove, rebuild and replace the wa er
pump.



ACCUDITATION NM1B

COURSE TITLE:

23

APPLIANCE REPAIR BASIC

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTITE NO.21.0

AUTOMATIC WASHER TRANSMIS IONS)

The student will with 10 accuracy remove, tear down,

and replace an automatic washer transmission.

completely rebuild,

21.1

212

Intermediate _e-nrmance Objectives

The student will with 100% accuracy remove

the transmission from a top loading washer

and describe its operation.

The student will with 100K70 accuracy remove

and replace the clutch spring in the trans-

mission.

21.1

21.2

121. The student will with 100% accuracy disas- 121.3

semble the transmission, inspect parts for

wear, replace if needed, reassemble.

21.4 The student will with 100% accuracy drain

the transmission, replace the oil and re-

install in machine.

2 9

Criterion Measur

Remove the transmission on a top load-

ing washer and discribe it s opera-

ting principle.

Remove and replace the clutch spring.

Disassemble the transmission, Inspect

parts, replace as needed and reas-

semble.

Drain the oil and replace with proper

viscosity and quanity reinstall trans-

mission in machine.



ACCREDITATION NUMBER _9()23

COURSE TITLE: PLI ASIC

TERMdNAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.22.0 rTROUBL,ESHOOT_ G (AUTOMATIC UASHER)

The student will with 9 accuracy diagnose and repair problems with au

tomatic washers

Irr1ermediatc Performance Objectives No.

The student will diagnose and repair 3 or 220

4 Of the following customer complaints on
the,electrical parts of an automatic wash
1. 'Motor doesn't run.
2. Timer doesn't advance.
3. No water comes in tub.
4. Clothes won't spin.

22. The student will with 90!J accuracy diagnose
and repair 3 of 4 of the following customer
Complaints on the mechanical parts of an
automatic washer,
1. Tub won't turn.
2. Tub won't spin._
3. Leaks
4. Excessive vibration

22.2

Criterion Measures

Criteria contained in objective.

Criteria contained in ob t:vc.



ACCSEDITATION NIJ

COURSE TITLE:

9023_

TCE REPALR BASIC

TERMtNAI PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 23s° DR

The student will with 100% accuracy uncrate,
automatic electric clothes dryer.

In tall and demonstrate

.2

Intermediate Per :mance Objectives

The student will with 10 accuracy uncratel
remove hold down bolts, and packing from
an electric clothes dryer.

The student will with 100% accuracy install
pigtail, lint filter, level and Install an
electric clothes dryer.

3.4 The student will with 14W, accuracy check
the cycle of operation and demonstrate the
Operation of an electric clothes dryer to
the customer.

3 1

No.

23 1

2 3

Cri rion Measures

Uncrate, remove hold down bolts from
an electric clothes dryer.

Install pigtail lint filter, level
install an electric clothes dryer.

23.31 Check the operation cycle of an elec
tric clothes dryer and demonstrate to
the customer.



ACCREDITATION NUMBER 9

COURSI TITLE:

TERMINAL PERFORMA ,E
OBJECTIVE N0...z"s1 DRYER0 LECTRICAL COMPONENT3 1

The student will with accuracy trace all electric circuits, diagnose
malfunction and repair or replace electrical parts as needed on an
elettric clothes dryer.

10_21_

?4.1

2

Intermediate Performanc Objectives

The student will with 1 accuracy trace
the motor circuit, test the motor for mal
function and replace as necessary.

The student will with 100% accuracy trace
the heater circuit, test the heater coil
and replace or rewire if necessary.

:The student will with 100% accuracy com
pletely disasseaftle and reassemble an
electric c1othe!7 Jryer.

3 2

Cri -*on Measures

24.1 Check-the motor circuit, test the
motor for malfunction and replace if
necessary to meet manufacturers
specifications.

24.2 Trace the heater circuit, .test the
heater coil, rewire or replace as
necessary to meet manufacturer's
specs.

24.3 Completely disassemble and reassemble
an electric clothes dryer.



125.2

ACCEEEITATION

C0iJRE TITLE: PLIA A

TatkNAL PFRFORM NCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 2 5 0 -1 -10 ; afil ulT._

The student will with 90% accuracy be able to diagnose and repair electrical
and mechanical problems on automatic washers and electric clothes dryers.

ermediate Performance Objectives No. Criterion Measu

The student will with 9 accuracy diag 25.1
nose and repair an automatic washer with
the following customer complaints:
1. Motor won't run.
2. No water comes in machine.
3. Clothes won't spin.
4. Machine vibrates excessively.

The student will with 90% accuracy diag 5.2

nose and repair an electric clothes dryer

with the following customer complaints.
1. Tub won't turn.
2. Motor doesn't run.
3. Clothes not dry.

4- Door won't close.

Criteria contained in objective.

Criteria con ained in obj itive.


